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It is the purpose of this note to illustrate by example the results
obtained in Finch [1]. All our definitions and notation are as in that paper,
and we use them without reference. In his paper, Finch considered or-
thoposets and, in particular, orthomodular posets that had either the A-
property or the J5-property.

The question arises of the existence of orthomodular posets without
these properties. We give an example of an orthomodular poset that has
neither of these properties. In particular it is an example of an orthomodular
poset whose completion by cuts is not orthomodular.

Consider the set H = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Let S be the set of all subsets
of H with an even number of elements; i.e.

S = {X :XCH,\X\=O mod 2}

Let o> : S -> 5 denote set complementation in H. Then S is partially
ordered by set inclusion and orthocomplemented by co, with zero the empty
set Di and unit the set H. It is easy to see that S is orthomodular, atomic
and completely orthomodular.

S is not a lattice because, for example, the pair of elements of S,
{1, 2} and {2, 3}, have no l.u.b. So by Proposition 4.1 of Finch [1], 5 does
not possess the A -property. This can be seen directly. Let a, = {1, 2},
a2 = {2, 3} and b = {4, 5}. Then ax A a2 = • and at ± b (i = 1, 2). Also
ax v b = {1, 2. 4, 5} and a2 v b = {2, 3, 4, 5}. Then a, v b and a2v b have no
g.l.b. There are three maximal lower bounds; (2, 4}, {2, 5} and {4, 5}.

Now consider the subset X of S defined by

X = {a. {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {1, 3}}
Then

Xr = {a:aeS, {1, 2, 3} C a}
and

Xra= {a:aeS, aC{l, 2, 3}}
= X
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Now let M = {{1, 2}}. M is a maximal orthogonal subset of X = Xxa but

Mxa = {n, {1. 2}}

Notice that the other maximal orthogonal subsets of X are just {{1, 3}}
and {{2, 3}}; of the same form as M.

Thus S is an orthomodular poset that does not have the B-property
and so, by Proposition 3.2 of Finch [1], its completion by cuts is not
orthomodular. This can be seen directly if we let Y be the element of the
completion by cuts of S generated by the element {1, 2, 3, 4} of 5. Then X,
as defined above, is a proper subelement of Y. One can readily show that
Y A XQ = {•}, and so the completion by cuts of S is not orthomodular.
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